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I. Introduction

A revolution has occurred that is dramatically changing

the way we'live. ,Computers are here, to stay and even those of

us with little or no technical skills are being affected by

their advent. Today, children are learning through Computer

Assisted Instruction (CAI) and gaining computer literacy as

early as the pre-school age. There are an estimated 200,000

computers in educational settings throughout the United States

with 600,000 expected by 1985 (Market Data Retrieval, 1983).

While'many children are preparing for success in ouvcomputer

wprld, visually-impaired children haye been denied they*

experience of CAI as well as other opportunities to gain'

computer literacy. If continued, this lack of experience will

widen the gap between these students and their .sighted

counterparts, needlessly compounding their disability.

A review cf ehe current literature indicates that the

Apple compute: :las been made to "talk" for a limited amount of

software. PL.. i ip SOwartz, president of Computer System

Resources in has adapted some software for the blind

professional, as has David Holladay of the Raised Dot Computer

Company of Pennsylv:nia. In addition, Peter Naggs at the

University of Illinois has developed software whicb enables the

Apple to "talk" for specific uses by blind college students.

1.



There are also several oice synthesizers on the market that

enable an Apple

screen.

computer to "speak" whatever text is on the

This mork-is primarily limited\to use by visually--impaired

professionals and college students rather than by the general

visually-impaired populace or, specifically, visually-impaired

school children. Even the voice synthesizer peripherals now

available for Apple computers are of limited use because of the

lack of compatible software. Thus, it was with this backdrop

of issues that the present project was undertaken'. The project

endeavored to test 'the 'feasibility, of adapting off-the-shelf

educational software to a speech synthesizer unit that was

compatible with the Apple II, tI+, and IIe personalicomputers

and would bet within the financial reach of most school

oistricts. The project was to then make any neccessary

adaptations to the selected software and to test the efficacy

of the spe'ech synthesizer and adapted software in teaching

children specific skills. The projbct was also concerned with

the-effect of the CAI in motivating the participating children

to cc further computer work and how it might effect their

fee'A.r.gs about computers in general.

Ir. general, computer literacy may be thought of as that

collection of skills, knowledge, and attitudes that would allow

a person to function comfortably in a computer oriented

society. For the purposes of this project,. computer literacy

was defineo as the ability to work unaided with the tested
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software, and as having a,positive anc receptive attitude

towards computers in general. :The proWt demonstrates that

this is now possible for the 41,000 school-age blind' children

in the United States today (Association of the"Eduyators and

Rehabilitators of the Blind and Visually Impaired, 1983).

II. Objvctives of Project

Objective 1. To develop the ability to use a variety-of
c

pre-programed computer applications in an academic context.

This includes the ability to understand the purpose of, and

discriminate between, the different software used.

Objective R. To foster awareness by students of the

growing role of computers in our society and of their ability

to function, vocationally or personally, in such a society.

0

Objective 3. To use the Apple II computer to develop specia-

software,that will 'provide access to off-the-shelf education,-

software. The Apple II was chosen for this project because

there were over 167000 Apple computers in educational settings

in the Fall of 1983.

Objective 4. To utilizetthe Echo II speech synthesizer'because



of its relatively low cost, high tuality and ease of

installation.

,Objective 5. To assess the efficacy of the Echo II speech

synthesizer s used visbally impaired students with

educational software.

Objective 6. To instill in students a basic understanding of

the applications and the limitations of computers.

Objective 7. To use the language-arts software that is

currently, available to sighted students through "Softswap" at

the San Mateo County Office of Education, San Mateo,

California.

Objective 8. To acquaint students in the project with computer '

training fpr vocational goals. Though there are currently over

one million workers employed by the computer int4stry, this is

not a career option commonly considered by visually impaired
1.;

school children.

Objective 9. To disseminate. the project results through

journals, conferences, and invited talks.
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III. Ptoject Management

Advisory Committee.

'SAF has for over eight years developed advisory committees

that have played key roles in all 9if their programs. The

present project had an advisory committee that acted as the

policy and decision making component. It provided technical
, Pp

assistance in the areas ofilanguage development, experimental
4 *

methodology, and assessment. Members of the Advisory Committee

are as follows:-

Ms Peggy Barker
Ms Renee Child
Ms Sandra Adams Curry
Dr. Phil Hatlen

6

Ms S174/Mendiara
Mr. Ffed Schulenbur9
Dr. David T. Uslan
Ms Elizabeth Weal

Liason and Interaction with the Selected Schools.

At the time the original proposal was submittedto the

U:S. Office of Education, the San JoSe Unified School pistrict

k*estimated that 22 Visually Ampaired.students would-be available sI'

tc participate in the study. However, in September, 1983, when

tsAR school district was contacted, only five children were

referred by them that were able to meet the study's criteria.

A

The.Project Director contacted a number of other school

districts in the-Bay Aria to obtain the number of subjects

needed foi the study. Students from the following schools

I
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participated in, the study:*

El Crystal School, San Bruno;

LaWton School, San Francisco;

John Muir School, Cupertino;

Stevens Creek School, Cupertino;

Stocke.lmeyer School, Cupertino;

Castelerro School, Gatog;

I San Jose Unified School District,San'Jose.

Letters were gent to parents informing them of the study and

requesting their consent for their child's participation in the

study and release for photographs.

Follow-Up and Support.

During the last two months.of the Project, the Project

Director worked with teachers'in the selected schools to secure

their` own computer system and speech synthesiZer. Due to her

'efforts, all of the teachers have been successful in obtaining

computerrsystems. Software was given by SAF and speech

synthesizers hae been ordered so the students will be able to

continue with CAI in the Fall.



IV. Methods

43,

Subjects. S

The subjects for. this project were 15 visually-impaired

students, "tecruited froi the San. Francisco Bay Area (There were

originally 16 children in the project but one"dropped (GU

half-way through due to behavioral and motivational

difficulties However the child's teacher expressed surprise

that he had persevered long as he did.). The children had

varying des/4es of visual impairment but had no other
4

disabilities. Of .the final 15 subjects, 7 were boys and 8 were

Materials. .

hal subjects were administered a battery of pire7 and

post-tests. These were'the Wepman Auditory Discrininetion Test

with, the synthesizer spealcing the words, a shortened version_ of

the Minnesota Computer-Literacy Questionnaire (iet Appendix

.A), a standard typing test (4th Grade level), and the Stanford

Achievement Tests for spelling and language (given at the

appropriate graC-level for each child)..

b
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Because of the large numbers of Apple II computers in the

local School systems due to the Apple Educational Program, the

( Apple II wat chosen. as the .Microcomputer to be used by the',

study. It was felt that if the- students in the study were to

have further exposure to computers, it would most likely be the

Apple II. Therefore, using the same microcomputer would be

consistent with probable future opportunities.

The speech synthesizer used'in the study was the Echo II

by Street Electronics. After reviewing the available'speechs

synthesizers, the Echo II was chosen due to its Cdppatiblity*

with Ube-Apple II, its ease of use, and its.cost, which was the

least of all the synthesizers reviewed.

There were ttd-ee different educational` software packages

-

used. These included Echtitypev a typing program developed by

Sensory Aids Folndation from Mastertype by Lightning Software,

The Spe3'ling Program, and The Language Program.

Procedures. t ,N

Subjects were administered the pre-tests for auditoryL

discrimination, computer literacy, keyboard proficiency,

spelling,, and language. The P*roject Director scheduled each

student for 30 minutes each per week of binds-on experience .

with the computer and voice synthesizer. Each student was

tapht to use both ithe hardware and software. Basic

information was given,eachistudent on how a computer works.

Students were allowed to explore the inside of the computer and

actually feel the circuit boards. Subjects then received

tutoring with an Apple II computer for 30 - 45 lalinutes each

IV



week for as

instruction

instruction

'instruction

instruction

Assessment.

Because of the small number of subjects and the

-,exploratory nature of the present study,. Statistical analysis

of data would not have yielded meaningful results.' Thus,' each

case, was looked at individually _with the goal of identifying

many as 15- weeks. All 15' subjects received

with the EchqyRe program, 10 subjects recieved

with The Spelling Program, and 5 received

with The Language Program. At the end of the

period, post-tests were administered

poAsible trends that would suggest further research questions.

V. Results and Dftecussion

Because of the method of assessment and the nature of the

results, the Results and Discussion sections will be combined

so ab to present th4 material more clearly. Thus, the project

will be broken down by component and each will be assessed and

discussed.

Efficacy of SpeecbSynthesizer.

One of the concerns of the project was that the selected

speech synthesizer, although possessing many qther desirable

9 11



pttributes, would not produce speeth,suffic-iently ,clear to be

of use to students. This could be especially problematic with

`software such.as.the Echotype program which required students

to identify accurately einVe words, as opposed 'tow ds in a

sentence which can then be understood by'uiing sentence

. structure and context as a guide. Our concerns about thiS

matter were justified by the results of the WepmansAuditory

Discrimination pre-test given to the subjects. When two words..

(as spoken by the speech syntyesiZer) were the same, students

correctly identified them, as such 93% of the time with a range

of 80% 100%. However, when the two words were diiferent,

students responded correctly an average of only 44% of-the time

with a range of .i3% 7'53%. These scores were clearly, due to

the synthesizers lack.Of. fidelity which made distinguishing

similar sounding words extremely difficult. Our hope was that

With repeated exposure to the sYnthesiTer, students would

be6ome-accustomed to the rather mechanical speech produced by

the synthesizer. Indeed, this proved, to be the case, although

not to as great as an extent as we had expected. In the Wepman

94st-test, students averaged 97% correct responses to the same

ward pairs, with -:a range of 80% -,l00%, and 56% correct

responses to the different word-pairs, with a range of 47% -
,

70%. However, the students only worked with the. computer and

speech syntheiizer for a maximum of 45 minutes each we and

this small amount of exposure may have limited

the extent to which the students could become adjusted to the

synthesized speech. The experience oPthe Vtio reseahers who

conducted the CAI, and who subsequently had amore prolonged



exposure to the synthesized speech, was that w th more exposure.

one becomes more accusto,"0. to the speech. This was supported

by the Wepman post-tests, although the question remains as to
.10

*what extent' stildentt would adjust to the synthesized speech

given more computer time. The difficulty of unclear speech can

also be compensated for, to some degree,, by adjustments in the

actual software, which would change the pronounciation of words

which are not consistent with the phonetic rules used in

programming the synthesizer.

k. -"The Wepman post-test results coupled with the clinical

("servations of the two researchers involved in monitoring the

'C ad us to believe that the Echo II produces speech

eufficidntly clear for it to be effective in CAI. However, it'

is i recomendation of this Project that when programers are

adapting software for use with the Echo II, one concern will be

to insure that all the spoken to t is pronounced correctly so

as to facilitate the students' understandifig °tithe synthesized

speech.

Software.

The original intention of the pro3ect had been to take

off-the-shelf educational software and to use it with little or

no adaptation with the Echo II. We soot discovered, however,

that almost without exception, educational software is very

heavily graphics oriented,'manir to tile extent that they follow

a "video games format. Thus, software selection for the

project became not just simply,chiiiing appropriate software

according to its instructional content, but also according to

11 13
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the format of that content. The only software that readily

lent 'itself to adaptation was,oldet, public domiineducational

software which wit's judged to be inadequate in terms of

`instructional content. Consequently, the project programer

made' extensive revisions of the software finally selected.

. This was made possible by, obtaining releases from the copyright,

holders for one piece of softWare l o that t-the changes could be

made. The remaining two programs we e'developed by SAF due to .

the unsuitability for adaptation (51; the-shelf software.

16
Most software on the markettoday, is p otected so that a

programmer may not enter theprogram in order to "look* at how

it was written with out knowing the entry code for the

particular piece. .The'negotiation time needed-to obtain

permission from the software pliblishers to make the necessary

adaptations is often six months or more. It therefore, would,

be useful If writers of educational software could make

available to special educators unprotected copies of their

software.

Echotype.

Not only are keyboard skillsnecessary for a

visually-impaired person to be able to use a computer, they Are

usually an important aspect *1 Arch a person's education as

typing facilitates his or her ability to complete schOolwork.

Uting Mastertype by Lightning. Software as a model, the project

developed the Echotype typing prograM. Many, though not all,

of the students in the project were receiving typing lessons in

their special education classes. Clearly this factor confounds

12



the results of the typing pre- and post-tests. However, all of

the students in the woject showed.considerable improvement in

their typing skills. All the-Students learned the letters pn

the keyboard and all increased = their typing speeds, one st,ddent

improved from not knowing any keys on the keyboard to typing.11.

words per minute with 2 errors.* It is likely that the
A

instruction recievecroutside of the CAI contributed to some of
-410

the dramatic increases in student skill levels, but it clearl

cannot account forpall of the improvement as not all the

students were recieving additional instruction. The student

used as example above explicitly stated that he had been

motivated WISing the computer. 'These improvements were seen

with students receiving only one 30 minute session per 'week of

CAI., Thus, the Echotype program would seem to be an effective

method for teaching typing skills and additional sessions per

week would increase its efficacy. In the process of the

Echotype instruction, the two monitoring. researchers made notes

on bugs in the software and on the actual content of the

program. From these Obdervations, as well's* suggestionsbi
ft

the students who participated, came a number of recommendations

for improving this software. Thus, the project hai been able to

produce a prototype, field-test,it, and implement changes so as
44-

,

to prepaie an improved piece of software for the eventual use

of special educators.

The Spelling Program.

The Spelling Program was developed by the Project

Programmer after he and the Project Director had done an



St,

extensive review of the available of 7-the-shelf software.
)

with Echotype, extensive revisions were needed to make the

program suitable for use with the Echo II. The overall
vk.

effectiveness of this program was difficult to assess due 'to..

its use by only 10 of the students and the small incremental

difference in the spelling pre- and post -test scores.

Anecdotal evidence indicates that this was a program that the

students enjoyed and t motivated to use. Use of the'

Spelling Provam2by students led to further'revisions to be

made so that a m ied and field tested version will-

eventually be available to educators. This program was the

Students' favorite because, as or student put it, 'I like this

one the best because I am programming rt."

The Language Program.

Due tp a number of factors, this program was tested with

only 5 of the students. The first was that after an extensive

review of available language arts educational software, none

were found which would have been Imitable for adaptation to the

Echo 'II and which also were judged to possess educational

content of sufficient quality. .This problem was solved by the

writing bf a completely original programm nd thus, development

time was greater than that needed for the two previous

programs. A second factor was that the students in the project

did not move through the typing program.as quickly as expected

.due to extremely poor typing skills. A third factor was that 5

,of the students involved did not start the project until it had

been under way for several. weeks,' thus losing 1 significant

14
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amount of time (see General Comments). There was no diffuence

between 'the language pre- and' post -test scores,. this-fact being

mitigated by the small number of students using the program and

the short amount ofdtime for which they did. However, the

Language Program 'received sufficient .use.thatja small number of

revisions could be made that were suggested by observations by

the two monitc4ing'.researchers.

4komputer Attitu4s.

One goal of ttie project was to ascertekinlphe effect of CAI

4t
of, the attitudes of 1.sually impaired students concerning

computers. This was done-by.using a shortened version of the

MiOnesota Computer Literacy Questionnaire. The questionnaire

looked at five dimensions: Enjoyment', Anxiety, Efficacy, and

Sextyping. Each dimension was rated on a scale of 5 25e The

results of the pre- and post-tests contained some' expected and

some unexpected figures (see table 1).

enjoy anxiety efficacy sex

pre 24 10 17.6 -14

post 22.6 7.9 17., 19.3

r

Scores averaged across subjects. .table 1

17,
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The first surprise wad that enjoyment scores actually went

down, although they still remained extremely high'. This might

be an indication, that the original spores were inflated due'to
toe

unrealistic expiptatirs about computers. The second was that

the sextype score increased, which indicates a drop in

sextypiftg for computer use. The reason this should be a

surprise is that the synthesized speech produced by the Echo II
/

is rather masculine sounding. This was apParent to the

researchers as well as to the students who remarked upon the

fact a number of times. A closer look at the scores indicates

that the'increase is due°primarily to female students 'who
1

showed a proportionately greater increase in their post- versus

pre-test scores as compared to the male students.

The other scores indicate that with computer experience,

students anxiety about'computers decreased, while their

feelings of efficacy in using a compute'r went up, albelt

slightly. Apparently then, the decrease in the enjoyment

scores, perhaps due to unreasonable expectations, didnot seem

to have-a detrimental effect on the degree of anxiety' students

felt about computers nor on their feelings of efficacy.
4

General Comments.

There were a couple of unanticipated difficulties met by

the project that limited 'what we were originally planning tb

accomplish. One, discussed earlier, was that of finding

appropriate software for the Echo II. Another was locating and

securing the services of supjects for the study. Earlier

estimations by the an Jose School District of the number of

18
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visually impaifed students proved to be rather exaggerated and

*cooperation promised by other school districts was not always

,forthcoming. These two difficulties hindered the program in

that software development took longer than originally i

anticipated, and we were unable to recruit the number of

1

subjects we had first proposed.

The difficulties. inherent in presinting statistical

results to support a.project such as this one are thit a) no

matter what.the results, they are statistically eaningless,

and b) statistics inevitably fail to .captureall of what
I.

occurred during such a project and thus provide only,a partial

description. 'What the numbers fail to convey is the reactions /

of the students and their special education teachers to thet

CAI. These were consistently enthusiastic, with students often

being motivated`to do work (such as typing lessons) on the

computer that they.would not do in the classroom. Among our

students, motivation ran extremely high and there is no reason

for us to believe that this was vlue to anything other than the

CAI itself. Students frequently cited reasons such as Now I'm

doing what the other kids do.",or even *Now I'm doing things

that the other kids aren't yet." as to why they found the CAI

so motivating. It should be stressed that this was despite the

prototypical nature of the software being used, which meant,

that it was not as sophisticated, and therefore as stimulating,

as most of the present educational software for sighted

children.

An aspect of the project not- origihally apparent was the.

additional uses for the Echo II and the developed compatible



software. These were first s49gested by the special education

.teachers of our students and then verified by the special

education consultant on our research team. The utility of

synthesized speech for computers is not limited to the visually

impaired but can be applied to many learning disabilities and

perhaps even mental retardation. This has two important

implications for farthei work in this area. The fiett is that

we are now talking about a population many times larger than

that of just the visually impaired. -Thus,. this project cbuld

be of benefit to many more People than was first thought. The
..

second is,that, because of the involvement of a significantly

larger population, there would be a greater commeicial market

for compatible software which could encourage development and

make it more cost efficient.'

The adapted and developed software is being sent to Lint.

in Columbus, Ohio fox evaluatiod. There have already been a

number of requests fox the developed software. Parties

interested in purchasing the software should contact:

Susan Phillips

Sensory Aids Foundation

399 Sherman Ave.

Palo Alto, Ca.

415-329-0430

a

18 20
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VI. Summary of Objectives and Accomplishments

O

Objective 1. To^deveop-the ability to use a Ntariety Of

pre-programed computer applications in an academic context.

This includes the ability to understand the purpose of, and

discritinate.between, tWe-different software used.

Accomplishment: The students were taught to load and use,

unsupervised, the software used in the project. Additionally,

the'students who used the Spelling Program were taughlIto make

up and enter into the 'computer their own Ward lists which were

saved diskette fir retrieval during later lessons.

Objective32. To foster, awareness by the students of the

growing role of computers in our society and of their ability

to function, vocationally or personally, in such a society.

Accomplishment: Both field reseachers talked'with their

students about computers'and their place in our society, as

well as the personal applications and vocational possibilities

that they presented., The results of this are partly reflected

by the Sextyping scale of the Minnesota Computer L,tteracy Test

(see results and discussion on page 15). The field researchers

discussed computer related careers with the students and

several students indicated a change. in career goals from a

variety of professions to that of computer programmer. In

addition, two students, after encouragement from Susan

Phillips, Project Director, attended a computer class at the,

19 21
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oft
%:"

aLawrence Hall Of Science, U.C. Berkley, lit: July, 1964.

ObjeCtiiie 3. To use the Apple He computer todeVelop special

software that will provide access to off-the-shelf educational

soltware. The Apple hie. was chosen for this project beCause

there were over 187,000 Apple computers in educational settings
. I.

in the Fall of 1983.

Accomplishment: All 'of *the perticipatifig schools now have an

Apple computer, with several having two or more. This was a

concern of the project as we wished that the students involved

would be able to continue their CAI after the completion of the

project. All of the.participating special eddcation teachers

requested
g

on item

and received copies of the software developed. The

that needs to be purchased by the schools is the Echo

II speech synthesizer., Some schools already have the Echo II,

while others are arranging the purchase.

Objective 4. To utilize the Echo II speech synthesizer because

of its relatively low cost, high quality and ease of

installation.

Accomplishment: Discussions with the stUdents, teachers and

4 parents involved in this project indicate that,all were

satisfied with the Echo 14. Several parents)with home personal '

computers indicated their intent to purchase an Echo II, as did'

some of the schools.

Objective 5. To assess the efficacy o4 the Echo II speech

synthesizer as used by visually impaired students with



educational-software,.

AccomplAhmeht: The students' understanding of the Echo II.

speech was assessed,by,observatiOn and the Wepman Listening'
r,

_Test ( see page 10). Our results indicate that with increased

exposure to the Echo TI, comPre*nsion of its speech increases

to the point Vere it becomes a viable method.
Ohl

Objective 6. To instill n students a basic understanding'of

the applications and thellimitations of computers.

Accomplishment: Both field researchers spoite to the students

about the limitations of computers. .For example, students were

told that "Computers.can only do what you tell them," or

"Computers'really aren't smarter than people, they only thi

faster." This was reinforced for the students who used the

Spelling -Program as- they learned to ."program" the computer 'by

entering in their own word liits. It was explained to them

that only they, and not the comput, could generate those

lists. At-

Objective 7. To use the language arts software that is

currently available to sighted students through "Softswap" at

the San Mateo County Office of Education, San Mateo,

California.

Accomplishment: Master Type, developed by Lightning Software

and published by Scarborough Systems, was adapted for use by

visualli 'impaired children. Master Type has been the

best-selling typing tutorial software for the past year. SAF

received a release on an earlier version of this program so

23
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that the progtammer under contract to SAF could adapt it for
g

use by visually impaired children. The resulting software was

usedADy all the students in the project. In addition, the

programmer, project assistant, and project director spent (

several sessions evaluating language arts 'software at Soft'swap.

Although none of the reviewed softwaie was judged to be

appropriate, the sessions were most helpful in setting criteria

for the two subsequent' programs that were-developed (see

discussion of Software, page 11).

Objective 8. To acquaint students in the project with computer

training for vocational goals. Though there are currently over

one million workers employed by the computer industry, this is

not a career option commonly considered by visually impaired

school children.`

.Accomplishment: Both field researchers discussed vocational

opportunities in the computer industry with their students.

The results of this discussion were reflected in the changing

career goals that many of the students. expressed. In addition,

three children from the Lawton School in San Francisco were

interviewed by KGO TV Bay Area News and their interest in

computer-related careers were expressed.

Objective 9. To disseminate the project results through

journals, conferences, and invited talks.

Accomplishment: Articles are currently, being. prepared for

submission to. The Journal of Visual Impairment and Blindne

and Teaching Exceptional Children. Pre ations about the.



project have' been, made throughout the duration of the project.

The following is a listing of sth:

Ca.

October, 1983. Computer Using Educators, San Jose,

'November, 4983. EdCompCon, Sarylose, Ca.

Feburary, 1984. Social Psychology of Physical

Differences. Invited lecturer at Stanford 'University,

Stanford, Ca.
41.

Marchv 1984. WeSt Coast Computer Faire, San

Francisco, Ca.

June', 1984. .KG0 TV Channe1.7 news, San FranciscO,

Ca. (A copy of the video accompanies this report.)

July, 1984. Stanford University Microcomputer

Institute for Teachers,4Stanford, Ca.

Additional presentations 43f results are currently planned:

Ca.

October, 1984. Computer Using Educators, San Jose,

November,984. EdCompCont'San Jose, Ca.

Noveber, 1984. Article will appear in The Optometry

VII. Recommenoations

Times.
---,--

1). include the correct word lronounciatiOn as a
4

programing goal when developing compatible software for the

Echo



2) Request the developers of 7rucational software to

provide unprotected copies of theif programs to special

educators so as to facilitate the development of pmpatible*

software for the Echo II.

3) Explore further the potentials of synthesized speech

with computers for CAI of other disabled gOups of school

children, such as learning or _,3evelopmenally disabled

children.4

4) Provide subjects in future-projects with full-time

access to Computei terminals and pftwaie.

5) Develop more appropriate Adiagnostic screening devices

for listening skills requisite for auditory computer output.

VIII. Conclusion

As a result of this project, 15 visually impaired students

in the San Francisco Bay Area had the same opportunity as their

sighted peers to use a computer. dur society is moving with

increart,ing speed into the computer era and with the aid of

projectke the present one, the visually impaired will be

able to share.in the new. technology. Early exposure to

comptiters is an important factor in motivating children to do

further work with computers and to consider computer related

careers. For the,visually impaired or blind child this also

.means another opportunity to participate in mainstream society.

26
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As one student in the 4th grade said, "I feel more a part

of the *ids in my regOlar classroom because I can do the sAme'4
stuff they can with a computer using the voice synthesizer."

A
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Minnesota,-Cmputer
Literacy Test

DIRECTIONS: Indicate how much 'you AGREE or DISAGREE ,with each of the following
statements by circling the appropriate letter. Circle "a" if you STRONGLY
DISAGREE with the statement. Circle "b" if you DISAGREE with the statement a
little. Circle "c" if you are UNDECIDED about phether you agree or disagree
with the statement. Circle "d" if you AGREE with the statement a little. Circle
"e" if you STRONGLY AGREE with the statement.

As an example, if you AGREE a little that computers are noisy, then circle "d"
as shown below:

Computers are noisy ) a b e

Or, if you are UNDECIDED about whether computers are noisy,,circle "c" as
below:

Computers are noisy

If you have any questions, ask your teidter.

1

2

a

I would like to learn more about computers

Workingswith a computer would probably make
me feel uneasy or scared

3. I don't know what to do around a computer

4. Computers sometimes scare me

I would very much like to hive my own
'1oqmputer

6. I would like the idea taking computer
classes

I enjoy using computers in my classes

Walking through a room filled with computers
would make me feel scared

`) 0

e

shown

f
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

C

c

c

c

c

c

d

d

d

d

d

d

,

.

e

e



I feel scared when I am with people
talking about computers , ...

10. 1/enjoy working with computers

11. I feel good about my ability to use
computers

12. I don't think I am ,the kind of ..person that
works well with computers

13. I am able to work with tomputers as weU as
most others my age

14. Computers are gaining too much control
over people's lives

15. In general, girls can do just as well as
boys in computer lobs

16. More girls than boys have the ability to
become computer. specialists

17. Using computers is more for boysthan for
girls

18. Studyi4 about computers is just as important
for girls as for boys

19. Boys make better scientists and engineers
than girls do'

20. Putting phoney information in computer's
t is a bad thing

4t-----z--dr.--.or...---aL--s

a b c d e

a b c d e

a b c

a b c d

a b c. d-

.

a b c d e

a

a b c d e

a b c d

a b c d e

a b c d re

a b c d e
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Wepman Word Discrimination Test



Woman Appendix B

Auditory Discrimination Test - Form I
3.1 Student is told he will hea.two words and he will tell if they are the samey or different.
3.2 Examples aTe.to be given to the. student: "Listen to these words.. Are theythe same or different? Down - Clown. Yes, down and clown are different.Truck - Truck Yes, truck and truck are the same."
3.3 Play the entire tape. Record answ,irs' in 'columns by using checkmarks (V) .X column :,different. Y column .1a
3.4 Count the number of correct 'X' scores (different) and number of correct 'Y'scores (same) and record on bottom of sheet and on Data Summary Sheet.

Different Same
X

1. tub - tug

AN1111

IIIIF

\\Nkilr

`',.`
-,'

:.:4,`*..

46

q,

k' ..Z
L. 's\.
te.%iN
04. -,%,

V,;

2. lack - lack

3. web - wed

4. leg - led

5. chap - chap

6. gum - dumb

7. bale - gale

8. sought - fought

9. vow - thou!
10.' shake - shape

IL zest - zest N:
12, wretch - wretch

itNit k

1111V
-IN

13. thread' - shred

1. jam - jam

15. -bass - bath
T
:\f-16. tin - pin

17. - pack t,.**4.zt

klkikkZt18. dim - din
.

19. coast '- toast \.\-4t'i,
20. thimble - symbo

z -

..,... ,,
,,,, ''..k-

Correct Score
0

Different Same

X

21. cat - cap

22. din - bin

23. lath ' - lash

24. burn - bomb
gS,44

25. clb-the - clove

N\;26. moonmoon - noon

-2.7. shack -.sack :'>

28. sheaf it sheath

'29. king-king
30. badge - badge 011tk. 's '.

31. pork - cork
.

32. fie - thigh Nt,

33. shoal - shawl

34. tall - tall

35. par - par

36. pat - pet

37. muff - muss

38. pose - pose

39. lease - leash

40. pen - pin

X I A" I A



4. Auditory Reception

Appendix B

SPECIFIC 1R,M3CTIONa

1,

4.1 Tell the student he'will be asked a number. f qUtstions and that he is
to answer 'yeA' or''no'.

4.2 Insert tape and play demonstration I. Correct errors and give feedback\
on correct responses. Play tape.

4.3 Use slash mark (1) to indicate incorrect answers. Bold block 'Y or N is
correct answer.

4.4 Continue testing until student misses 3 items in any block of seven
questions.

Examples of 3 failures in block of 7:

A $ 21

9 5 22

10 6 23

/1 7 24

12 1$
13' ; 10U 10- 1/

4.5 Record-the number of items which were correctly answered. Do not include
demonstration items in score. ,

4.6 Items for ,Auditory Reception on next page (for reference).

NASAL I CONSICUTIV1 SUCCUSIS

amok 3 PAKURIS Pi 7 ITIM$
AUDITORY RECEPTION

oamopareAnowt

a. Y '1

9.

10.

Y

Y

N

N 18. Y N

b. Y DEMONSTRATION it 19. Y N

c. Y N T N 20. Y N

1. N Y N 21. Y N

.2. Y N 11. T N 22. Y N

3, N 12. Y N 23, Y N

4. T N 13. V N 24. Y N
I

S. Y N 14. Y N 25. Y N

6. Y N 15, Y 26. Y N

7. Y N 16. V N 27. -Y N

i. T N 17. 1' N 28. Y N 34

29. V N

30. Y N

31. Y N

32. Y N

33. Y N

34. Y N

35. Y N

36. Y N

37. Y N

38. T

39. Y N

40. T

41, V 1

42. Y

43. Y 1

44. Y 1

45. T 1

46. V

47, 44. 1

48. Y 1

49. V

so.
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Appendix, C

:Standard TypfP5 Tests
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Wericib(C

Typing Assessment...Co. Spelling Guide'
Levels 13-16 Grade.4

. Zid you .vcrack tht Aresh Grab?
2. The plot is' the plan for a story:
3. -Thestaff swam at school..
4. Don't: squish the shrimp.
5.- She wanted to.ask about the prism.
6, Tilt the plank toward the stump.
7, Ride on the side4by the rod. '

8, The bycycle is idt0ferent color.
9. The sheep rested on the steep trail.

10. Did the beast steal the learn meat?
11.. Add an egg to the pie.
12. Thee lady fed candy to the pony.
13. We can go Saturday or Sunday.
14. Bob blames hi,s. shape on/canty. _

15. She'll come back.at.two o'clock.
16. One ounce of ice will' melt fast.
1 ?. The gas in his car was nil.
18. Are there taxes :op those dishes?
19. Pause for a glimpse of that house
20. The fireworks went off like clockwork,
21. Dadcould outwork anyone. without even

trying.

22. Did the snake slither into the shed?
23. She moped because she hated her dinner.
24. The grammar lesson must be written,'
25. The hammer is under Abe: ladder.

36.
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Appendix C

evels 13-16 Grade 4 Cont' d,

26. I try to fry good meat.
pv She paid me twelve dollars and nine

two cents.
the funny boy crazy?

29, That wouldn't make sense to me
30: Your clothes are close toyyour
31. The maiden had golden hair.
32. Mother said nothing to comfort me.
33. I want to whisper to a whale.
3k. The incoming flight is welcome to amd.

d.

p



Appenaix D

Stanford Achievement Test

4
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Appendix D

For Language and Spelling testing the following tests were used:

The Stanford Achievement Tests Primary Levels II and III, Form A
(4-2440 and 6-2234) by Richard Madden, Eric F. Gardner, Herbert
C. Rudman, Byorn Karlsen ana Jack C. Merwin and published by Har-
court Brace Jovanovich, Inc. Printed in large print and in braille
by the.American Printing House for the Blind, Louisville, Kentucky.

The Stanford Achievement Tests were given to each child at the
appropriate grade level and in large print for the partially sighted
or in braille for the totally blind student.

Copies of these tests art available in the Project files. A spelling
test (5th-6th grade) is 1.ncluded as an example.

.11



Appendix D

TEST 7: Spelling Part A

STEPS TO FOLLOW (Question 1-8)

I. Read each group of phrases. Look at the under-
lined word in each phrase. One of the underlined
words is misspelled for the way it is used in the
phrase.

II. Find the word that is not spelled correctly.
III. Draw a line" through the number by the word you have

chosen.

SAMPLE

A 1 no 'school today
2 meet at the bus
3 a honey be
4 the tvvo dogs

r

1 1 a sunburned nose
2 she red a book
3 do it for hirn
4 a grizzly bear

5 the wind blew
6 tie a knot
7 the fairy princpss
8 an aunt hill



TEST 7: Spel lino

Appendix D

1 the music lesson
2 around his waist
3 a steel bridge
4 throne a ball

5 go to school
6 it is hear
7 so nice
8 wrote a letter

.

5 1 road a bike
2 must come
3 pkr of shoes
4. our. house

Part A (Continued)

6 5 close the door
6 load the car
7 a pain in her arm
8 a whole, in, .the ground

1 rays of light
2 due at the library
3 toe the car
4 a flow of water

41



AppetOx D
k

TEST 7: Spelling Part A (Continued)

8 5 have warn shoes.
6 the dog's Id

raise your arm
8 three days of vacation

42
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Members of the. Advisory Committee
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Parent Permission Letter for Children
4 to'Partcipate in the Project
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December 7, 1983

Dear Parents:

We are writing to you at tills time to describe a new *program being
offered to your child by Sensory Aids Foundation in cooperation with
your child's teacher. Sensory Aids Foundation (SAF) is a non-profit
corporation which puts technology to work helping disabled persons
enter the job market by strengthening or replacing a sense that has -

been lost or diminished. Throughout California, SAF professionals
have placed over 385 disabled persons in jobs which were previously
not open to them. These people now work competitively with non-
disabled workers because they use sensory aids which have been iden-.
ti fled and researched by SAF.

In addition to identifying and researching job opportunities, SAF
also offers employers consultation services on such things as: re-

cruitmentof disabled persons with appropriate job skills, identifi-
cation of appropriate jobs, job retention, acquisition of sensory
aids, and follow-up support services.

SAF his received a grant from the U.S. Office of Educationto adapt
educational software for visually impaired children onethe Apple com-
puter. We would like your child-to have the opportunity to, benefit
from using a computer in his/her education. We will be adapting 3
software packages using the Echo II Speech Synthesizer. This synthe-
sizer will-provide voice output so your child willrhear the infor-,
mation on the screen. The 3 programs will be in the following areas':

I) Typing
2) Spelling
3) Sentence structure k .4(

We think this is a special opportunity for your child to benefit from
'the ever increasing use of computers in our society.

Because the grant from.the Office of Education is a research 'grant,
we shall, be measuring your child's progress in spelling and sentence
structure. We shall also be giving pre- and post-tests in keyboard
proficiency and computer literacy. Your child's teacher will fill
out a questionaire, a copy of which is included with this. letter (for
your information only). Your child will receive approximately 30

.0 minutes computer time per week for approximately"16 weeks. 'The
study will be conducted so 'as not to disrupt your child's regular
classes.



We shall,be presenting the study results in articles for both profes-
sional and consumer journals, as well as at conferences for computers
and education.' At no time will your child's name be used, nor will
your child's results be singled out. .Each child will be assigned a'
code number to protect his/her identity, and only Susan Phillips, Pro-
ject Director and Andrew Renouf, Project Assistant, will have access
to the master list of children end their code numbers. Your child's
results will-be completely confidential. If at any time you wish'to
withdraw your child from the study, you may do so.

Let us add that we are both deeply committed to this project and be-
-lieve it will be of great ,benefit, not only to your child but to all
visuitlly impaired children. At your request, we will send you a copy
of one of the articles resulting from this study when it is ready for
publication, sometime in the summer of 1984.

Please read and sign the enclosed consent.form and mail it, along with
the completed Parent's Questionaire, to Sinsory Aids Foundation in the
enclosed stamped, addressed envelope. Please return both forms within
one week as we need the signed consent form in order to start the
computer instruction with your child. /

If you should have any further questions; please feel free to call
Susan Phillips, 415/329-0430 (9am - 5pm), or Andrew Renouf, 415/326 -9208
(after 5pm), and we will be glad to respond. We would like to thank
you for your anticipated cooperation in this project. Without your
help this research would not be possible.

Sincerely,

Susan H. Phillips
Director of Development &
Project director

Andrew G Renouf
Project Assistant

SHP/AGR:js

4 7
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Sensory Aids Foundation has my permission to work with my child,

Child's Name
at

School

on the Apple Computer Accesssibility Project for visually impaired

children.

I have read the letter of explanation and understand that I can

remove my child from the study at any time. I also understand

that Susan Phillips, as Project Director, and Andrew Renouf, as

Project Assistant, are responsible for the,project, and if I have

any questiontat any point of the project I am encouraged to con-

tact them at 415/329-0430.

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date



I

,s

Dear Parent(s)

Please take just a ,couple of extra minutes to answer the questions below.
We are collecting this additional information in order to help us inter-
pret our final results and to give us .a better sense of perspective on what
we Sfii-d. As stated in the letter of explanation, all information will be
strictly confidential. Your child's name is needed on this form only.for
purposes of matching the data with the correct subject information. Once
again we would like to thank you for your cooperation in this study, with-
out it such research would be impossible.

Sincerely,

1,

Susan H. Phillips
Project Director

Child's Name

Andrew Renouf
,Project Assistant

SUBJECT INFORMATION QUESTIONAIRE
(To Be Completed By The Parent)

1) Do you\own a'home computer? Yes No

Code #
(SAF use only)

2) (If "yes" to. question #1) How long have you owned a computer?

Will your child have access to it during, this project? Yes No

(If "no" to questions #1) Do you plan to puichase a compu er?

Yes No

3) No time commitments are demanded of the parents by this study.,If
this were not true however, how, much time could you devote to,fielping
your child per week? Please check one.

Less than I hour

3 to 4 hours

6 to 7 hours

1 to 2 hours 2 to 3 hou s

4 to 5 hours 5 to 6 hours

More than 7 hours

49



May 30, 1984
A

Dear Parents:

Thank you for allowing yo chip to
participate in our exciting comPliter.prO)ect.
etas made tremendous progress since the beginning of the program.

I am writing to you at this time to request that you grant
.permission to show slides of your child when I present information
at meetings or conferences. In addition, there might be a chance.
that your child's photo would be requested for a newspaper article.
If this does happen I will be happy to send you a copy of the article.

ease complete the bottom'portion of this letter and return it
Please keep the second .copy for your .records.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Susan H. Phillips
Project Director

I do gilte my consent for Sensory Aids FoundatiOn to use photographs
or slides of my child for any purpose ( as
mentioned above) without compensation to me or iy child.--

Parent's name

Address

Date

'Parent's Signature

1,1
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Minutes of the Advisory Committee
Meetings
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Sensory A1:5. Foundation
399 Sherman, kienuc, Suite 12

Palo Alto, California 94306

"Making Apple Computers Accessible
Tb Blind Children"

Minutes of
Advi sory -Committee 14eettng

Thursday, October 6, 1983

TheAmeeting was called to order by Susan Phillips, Project Director
at 4:00PM. Members present were Peggy Barker, Robert Bowers, Rente
Child, Sandy Curry, Rick Gordon, Phil Hatlen, Susan Phillips and
Andrew.Renouf. Also 'present was Marjorie linvill, President, Board
of Trustees, Sensory Aids Foundation.

INTRODUCTION

Susan welcomedthe AOttory COmmittee members present on behalf of
the Prdject and the Foundation: She asked those present to introduce
themselves with a brief statement of their background.

Ms Peggy Barker, Manager
Communication Service Research
Children's Hospital at Stanford

Dr: Robert Bowers
Dept. 6f Special Services
School of Education
California State University, Sacramento

Ms Renge Child
Teacher of the Visually Harldicapped, San Jose

M$ Sandr Curry
Past Pr ident, ADVH and
teacher, Fremont High School

Mr. Richard M. Gordon
programmer and software consumer

pr. Phil Hatlen

Professor of Special Education
Dept. of Special Education
San Francisco State University



II

k

Mr. Andrew Renouf
Student, Stanford University

Susan announced that there were two other members of the Advisory
Committee who were not able to attend due to previous commitments.

`'They are:'

Dr. David T. Uslan
California State Departmeht of Education

Ms Elizabeth Weal
Publications Manager-

7*4"Apple Computer, Inc.

. FOUNDATION'S ROLE

Ma0Orie Linvill welcomed the ComMittee on behalf of the Board of
Trpstees of the Foundation. The Board is most appreciative of the
interest shown by and the expertise possessed by the members. Mar -

jOrie gave a brief resume of the history of Sensory Aids Foundation
and a capsule report of the accomplishments of the Foundation in the
area of developing employment opportunities for the blind and visually
impaired in California. The Foundation is very interested in this
program because the staff is well aware of the increasing need for
computer knowledge and the importance for the visually handicapped
to learn to live in a sighted world. The children participating in
this Project will be able to enjoy the same advantages as their
sighted peers and hopefully be Ole to continue interaction with
computers as they continue their educations.

III. PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Susan Phillips, Project Director, discussed the general outline of
the Project:

I. Purpose of Project
A. Goals
B. Questions to be Answered

II. Parameters of Project
III. Background and Need

. IV. The Project-
A. Phase One: to

1. SelectioiBratidenfiWr--
2. Selection and development

and procedures.
3. Preliminary field test Of

procedures
4. Development of pre-tests

B. Phase Two: to
1. Pre-test FEFUTition
2. Teach and demonstrate

teria)
of materials, equipment

material, equipment and



a. Gather data
a. Objective measures
b.. Subjective measures '

4. Analyze data for correlations and apparent trends
C. Phase Three,: to

1. Present fgaTirto Advisory Committee for dis-
cussion

2. Make recommendations
3. Write final report (

he overall goal of the project is to modify three pieces of software
which would enable blind children, in grades 3-6 to'participite in "the
computer activities in the public school systems in the San Francisco
Bay-Area. Investigation showed that the software programs available
in the public domain were not satisfactory. Educational software pro-
grams are being developed in various parts of the United States. Oe-
csuse the technology currently available cannot allow any software *
package to work with speech, output, a dec'Ysion was made to adapt three
software packages that woad most benefit blind children. The three
packages-chosen are:

.

,

Af i. "Master Type". This software has been developed by Lightning e
. Software of .Palo Alto, CA. The children, participating in the

Project will need to know how to type to use the computer ter-
minal, ands' because of'the age level, they will not have sufficient
skills in this area. Therefore it is considered appropriate to
begin with this program.

2. "The Spellitlg

..

Program". This software has been developed by
TEACHING-TOOLS -ilfcrocomputer tervites of Palo Alto, CA. Also
because'of the educational level of the children involved, it
is considered necessary to assist regular classroom work with
this program. One of.the objectives of the Project is to develop
skills in the area of "language arts" and notsto teach programming;
The Project wishes to demonstrate that blind children can become
competent= in the area of computer literacy and develop into.pro-
ductive citizens 'in a'computer-oriented society. This program
will give children practice with differeht spelling lists% The
lists can'be easily changed b the teacher.
"Sentence Structure". This-s ftware program has not yet been
selected. Several programs a being investigated, and a deci-
sion will be made by Spring 1904.

1
..

The following criteria for the selection of' subjects were determined:

I. Geographic location
2.' Age at onset of visual tmpairment
3. Present degree ofvision
4. Stability of vision
.5. Age --

6. General level of intelligence (functionally defined)
7. Motor skills

se8. Academic achievement

- 3 -
S.
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9. Grade in school
10. Degree of experience with technology'
11. Keyboard experience
12. Auditory skills and experience
13. Ability to work independently
14. No additional major,impairment
15. Future access to computers

IV. PROJECT EVALUATOR'S ROLE 1

Robert Bowers, Project Evaluator, discussed the role of the evaluator
in the project. It is anticipated that the Evaluator will work closely
with the Project Director and the Programmer in the development of the
software programs. At the onset of the Project he will conduct a "Skill's
evaluation" of the participants. Midway in the project he will, in con-
sultation with Project Director, effect a "mid-course realignment", and
at the end of the project he will survey thi results to determine cor-
relations, trends, and effectiveness of the Project. Bob Bowers strongly
recommended that the breadth-of 'the project be narrowed to a feasibility
study. The subject aria is too broad. and needt preliminary data to be
truly meaningful in final results. The recommendation was made that
Susan Phillips renegotiate the scope with the Special Projects Division,
U.S. Department of Eduation.

PROJECT ASSISTANT'S ROLE

Andrew Renouf, Project Assistant, discussed his role in the Project.
-There will be a study plan constructed for evaluation of the Project
which will facilitate the acquisition of information at the beginning
and end of the Project for comparison. Data will be gathered to mea-

, sure spelling, typing, sentence structure, etc. Andrew believes that
the Project will probably end with many potentially interesting future
projects.

VI. EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATION

Rick Gordon explained and demonstrated, the various components of the
Apple Ile - the computer being used for the Proje t. He recommipded
that a choice be made 'as soon as possible as to speech synthesizer
to be used with the Apple. There is not enough t me in the Project to
compare both synthesizers with the children. This selection of equip-
ment would make the programming move along at a faster rate. He gave
his opinions as to the values and comparative costs Of both the Votrax
and Echo speech synthesizers. The Committee agreed that Susan will con-
tact those persons known to have used both speech synthesizers, and a
decision will be made based upon-those judgements.

VII. DISCUSSION ,

A discussion of the various software programs followed. There was gen-
eral agreement that none of the programs were entirely satisfactory,

.but that the Spellim Program could be used without change even though



the element of-interaction was missing. 'There was agreement that
"Master Type" could be adapted to prove satisfactory for Project use,
Rick also voiced.his opinion that the scope of the Project could well
be limited to a feasibility study with a follow-up program to develop
specific programs.

There being no further discussion, the meeting adjourned at 6:15PM.
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SENSORY AIDS FOUNDATION
399 Sherman Avenue, Suite 12
Palo Alto, Callpornia 94306

A Project To Make Apple Computers

Accessible To Blind Children

Advisory Committee Meeting.
of

March 2, 1984

Minutes

The meeting-was called to otder by SUsan Phillips, Project Director,
at 3:00pm. Present were Georgie Lee Abel, San Francisco State Uni-
versity, Robert Bowers, Project Evaluator, Richard Gordon, Programmer,
Marjorie Linvill, President`, Board of Trustees, SAF, 34n McKinley,
SAF, Susan Phillips, Marge Quackenbush, parent of a visually impaired
child, Andrew Renouf, Project Assistant and Fred Schulenburg, parent
of a visually impaired child.

I. PROJECT REVIEW

Susan Phillips reported on Project activities since the last meeting
of the Advisory Council. Although the original intent of the Project
was to modify existing educational software for use by blind children-,
it very quickly became apparent that the edutational software in use
in the schools, and other software packages available in the public
domains'were not adaptable for the speech changes required. In one
case it was possible to obtain permission to modify a controlled
software program. (MasterType by Lightening Software)

Three software packages are being made available during this project.,
The first to be presented to the children was the typing program. The
intent of this program is to bring the typing= capability of each child
to*a level at which he/she can benefit from the program since computer
access is through a keyboard. It is hoped that each child can reach
typing speed of 25wpm. However, children do not need a typing speed'
of 25wpm to use the spelling program. A slight difficulty has arisen
in that some of the children's hands are quite small (3rd graders in
particular) which means a bit of difficulty in reaching the outside
keyi with strength and confidence.

The second program to be used is the spelling program. This program
has proven very interesting to the children who are now using it be-
cause they can enter their classroom spelling lists and personalize
the file with their own name. An interesting feature of this software



is that the program treats two separate spelling lists. On one list
the word is entered and, spelled correctly. The user (child) can then
listen to the word,,using the Echo II speech synthesizer. If the "spoken"
word is not clear to the child, the child can re-enter the word phoe-
netically until it is recognizable to the ear. They are, in fact,
programming the computer to their specifications, and this creates in-
terest and enthusiasm in the children.

The original plan for the Project was to modify a language arts program
for the third computer program. No suitable program has been found,
and after consulting with teachers and resource persons,-it has been
decided that the most useful language arts technique would be to develop
proficiency in the use of suffixes. This program is in the process of
completion. Minor changes in the programs have surfaced iwthe course
of usage and are being corrected, but overall the completion of the
programming is consistent with the planned schedule.

Practice sessions have commenced with the children in the San Bruno and
San Francisco schools. Work with the children cannot proceed until the
preliminary testing has been completed, and although all permission
sheets have been received from the parents, the test results have not
been received from the Cupertino and San Jose teachers. San Jose teach-
ers have been extremely .difficult to contact and therefore delayed the
students in beginning their computer time for this Project.

The preliminary tests administered are the Minnesota Computer Literacy
Test and the Stanford Achievement Tests. The Minnesota Test was slight-_

ly modified for use with younger children (i.e."boys and Girls",b;
stead of "men and women"). The StanforMAchievement Tests consist of
two sections: language arteandispellihg. The children were tested at
the appropriate grade level.' The listening test is the Wepman Word
Discrimination Test. The test administered for typing skills is a
standard typing test. The Minnesota Computer Literacy Test consists of
four sections: enjoyment, anxiety, efficacy (child't assessment of his/
her ability), and sex-typing (stereotyping). The scoring range for the
Minnesota test is 5 (low) to 25 (OW. Of those tests administered,
the average score for enjoyment wds 24.0, anxiety was 11.8, efficacy
was 17.6 and sex-typing scored 13.8.

The children from San Bruno and San Francisco have proven to be a highly
motivated, enthusiastic group. Children who previously have been unmo-
tivated by other means'are jealous of their time at the computer and
wish for more. The scoring on the Wepman hearing test averaged 20 out
of 30 words. Bob Bowers suggested that an improvement in the speech
presentation might improve the scores, and that it might be prudent to
give the tests again under more controlled conditions. The use of
earphones would eliminate background noise and allow more concentration
on the part of the child. Georgie Lee Abel suggested that the quality
of speech would certainly influence the listening skills results.

Susan reported some interesting early results of the classroom exper-
ience. It is apparent that the totally blind children generally 'lave ,
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good keyboard skills (typing instruction usually begins in the fourth
grade for blind children), while the partially sighted children tend
to try to rely on limited vision to see the keyboard and therefore are
struggling.

The programs are proving to be highly motivating to the children. For
one child the work with the computer has made a great difference in
his-motivation. The children compete with each other and with themselves
in trying to improve their performance.

The Project's work schedule allows 30 minutes per child per week on the
computer. The children would reallyAnjoy, and benefit from, more time
to practice. The schedule, ends at the end of May. There is concern
regarding the Cupertino and San Jose students because of the difficulty
of reaching the teachers (they are itinerant resource teachers who go
from school to school). The testing has not started. The concern is
that there will not be enough time to work fully with the children be-
fore the end of May. It was suggested by Mrs. Quackenbush that the
Cupertino Summer School Program could be utilized for completion of the
project in those cities. This aspect will be investigated.

A short discussion was conducted concerning fleas for a continuation
proposal to be presented to the U.S. Department of. Education to continue
the research. Several suggestions were made for possible incorporation
into such a proposal. One suggestion was to conduct an auditory dis-
crimination study comparing the Votrax and the ,Echo II speech synthe-
sizers from the viewpoint of the users. Another'suggestion was to plan
on an early typing schedule using headphones and covered keys to be
held in the schools 3-5 periods per week. The proposal should stress
the dependency on the various school districts cooperation,-the neces-
sity to produce software for use by blind children and the lack of suit-
able off-the-shelf software.

Mir

II. SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATION

Susan Phillips and Rick Gordon, Project Programmer, demonstrated the
two programs in use by the children. As a result of loading of the
program, the Committee offered the opinion that an auditor'y signal
would be useful to inform the user that the program was loaded and use-
able. However, the children can tell by the sound of the computer when
it is ready to use. It is a simple addition to make to the program, and
Rick will incorporate such a signal.

Typing Program Discussion
Rick described the evolution of the typing program. The programs in
use in the public domain were considered uninteresting and unsuitable.,
Those programs which were available and less boring incorporated a
great deal of graphics description and motivation. The decision was
made to adapt MasterIype (a typing program) and agreements were made
with the copyright holder. The graphics were adapted to coincide with
pitch changes i.e. the more urgent the action be6omes, the tone gets
higher and higher instead of a visual marker getting closer and closer.



After using the program with the children for several sessions, it
has become apparent that some prior basic typing skills are necessary
to fully utilize the program. There,is a rhythm generated by the pro-
gram which cannot be used to advantage unless tfie children have basic
knowledge of the hqmerow on the'typewriter keyboard. It was suggested
that an auditory method of teaching typing skills is very satisfactory.
A question was raisedas to why speed is such a necessity for using the
computer and why_ 25wpm was decided upon as a benchmark. Does speed
have relevance to the spel]ing program? These questions will be con-
sidered during the next ffkweeks.

Spellinp Program Discussion
The children did have tapes of the voice instructions so they could,
become accustomed to the .sound of the speech synthesizer prior to be-
ginning the spelling program. The program basically consists of two
lists which are saved by the computer. The one list consists of the
words correctly spelled and acts as the checklist for the answers.
The second list is the spelling list entered into the computer and
from which the speech synthesizer will "speak" the words for testing.
The program has-the capability of allowing the-"re-spelling" of words
phonetically to make for more understandable speech output from the
Echo II. The children can make the adaptations themselves, and it
makes for an excitingtchallenge which they enjoy. '

The children do not seem to have a preference as to pitch, but a number
of them found the presentation speed not to their liking. Modifications
will be made to the program to allow adjustment of the speed of the
list presentations - especially the'"incorrect", or answer list.

4.31I. DISCUSSION

Thee general discussion which followed the software demonstration brought
about some suggestions for future consideration.

The design of the-suffix program is planned to emphasize a drill concept
of learning and probably multiple choice questions. The basic material
would be prepared by the teachers to coincide with classroom work.

Efforts should be made to "fine tune" the pronunciation. This might A
involve more words and therefore, make the time required longer. How-
ever, the assistance to the children, and the enhanced validity of re-
search results, would be worth the extra time expended.

In the interests of clarity, the number of commands should be kept to
a minimum.

There being no further discussion *or business, the meeting adjourned
at 5:15pm.
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SENSORY FOUNDATION
399 Sherman Avenue, Suite 12
Palo Alto, Califbrnia 94308

"Making Apple Computers Accessible
To Blind Chldren"

Minutes of the Advisory Committee
Meeting of June 27, 1984

The meeting was calledtto order by Susan Phillips, Project
Director, atJ0:00am. AdVisory Committee members present
were Peggy Barker, Robert Bowers, Sue Mendiara, Susan Phil-
lips and Fred Schulenburg. Also present were Richard Gor-
don, Programmer, Andrew Renouf, Project Assistant, Marjorie
Linville, SAF Board of Trustees, Ted Clarke, SAF Intern and
Kathy Sullivan orPickett Sales (Apple Distributor).

Susan announced that this meeting would be the last meeting
of the Advisory Committee. The termination date of the
project is July 31, 1.984.-

She also announced that the cost-sharing requirement of the
project had been achieved through,in-kind contributions of
the Advisory Council, members. Kathy Sullivan, Fred Schulen-
burg, and Peggy Birker will Complete the necessary form at
the end of the meeting.

Copies of the March~' 84 SAF Quarter Journal were distri-
buted. This issue contariii an artacleescribing the expe-
riences of the children using the computer and software at-
the El Crystal School in San Bruno, California. Susan also
announced that all the schools except the Lawton School in
San Francisco have the necessary equipment to continue the
classes next year. There Kis been some monies received as a
result of the television exposure on Channel 7 news but not
enough to buy the equipment for the children's use. This is
a dipappointment as 44 children were making great progress.
The software will be0"4iVen to the teachers to enable them to
continue the program.

A number of the children have written letters to Susan, the
"computer lady", to express their interest and enthusiasm in
learning to-use the computer. One such letter was read from
Kim, a 5th grade student at Lawton School, San Francisco.



This letter was especially appreciated because Kim had been
very quiet and undemonstrative in class, and she expressed
her delight in the work with the computer.

I. Demonstration of Software Programs
S?ellina Program
Rick Gordon demonstrated how the spelling program is set up.
Some words must be entered phonetically in order to be
recognizable whenspoken by the speech sydthesizer. The
program was not as friendly as anticipated because the
thought was that the teachers would create the list. How-
ever; the children did the programming themselves which
resulted in the spelling program being the favorite because
they were more involved in the operation.

The capability of speeding up the word esentation is
incorporated in this program. Several of the children regu-
larly speeded up the presentation while others never did.

Language Program
Rick demonstrated the language program. This program proved
to be very interesting to the children also. They could do
the prograMMing themselvei, but it took longer to do. Sue. -

Mendiara, one of the teacheri involved in the project,
thought this to be the best program because it coizld be used
for all phases of language arts. Sue had purchased a number
of books which were full of ideas to enhance the program.
Sue Mendiara also suggested that the ability to change the
pronounciation of words would be helpful. Rick said that
this could be done, but it woud take twice the room in the
program to tag and change words that are difficult.

Discussion following the presentation of the software pro=
grams produced the following questions:

0. Is the time limit a pressure on the students?
A. It depends on the student's persondlity.

Q. Would more frequent use of the. computer be more helpful
i.e. take it home?

A. Not sure of that, but it is an interesting question. We
noticed an'increase in motivation level as students
worked more with the equipment. The tigher voice
turned the children off, and it seems that it is a
countetprOductive technique.

Several observations were forthcoming from the discussion:

1. Miss questions could be repeated. This would be-
helpf from an education point of view.



2. It would be useful to have the capability of a braille
print-out. It was suggested that a Cranmer Bruiller
be added to the equipment.

3. Computers have become an important factor in the chil-
dren's outlook regarding career plans. ?t desire to
learn to pleogram has been expressed-by onc child.

Ame

4. The students have developed an interest in the hardware
itself, and they expressed a decided preference for
the keyboatrd of the Apple Ile - noting the different
touch.

5. Bob Bowers expressed the opinion of the group in saying,
that lie was impressed with what has been accomplished
in a short time.

II. Slide Presentation of Children

Susan showed slides of the children using the computer and
software. The slides captured the enthusiam th which the
youngsters applied themselves. Susan reported that the
amount of progress each child made, was dependen upon the
amopnt of practice they had and what else was going on at
thp school.

Following the'slide presentation a discussion developed as
to how to acquire a computer for Lawton School. All of the

participatingarticipating schools are planning to continue the
program next year. On the June ath telecast on Channel 7
news, KGO, Susan made a plea for funds to acquire a computer
6r Lawton. This telecast resulted in eight responses -

mostly with suggestions for fund raising. The sale price of
the Applescomputer is $895 at.the present time (educational
discount price). r

The suggestion was made to make a video tape to be sent to
prospective contributors or donors. It was suggested that
a tape be sent to John Scully and StevilfJobs at Apple Com-
puter.

The principal of Lawton' School is a
Club, and it was suggested that a t
Lions Club member. The Lions are i
equipment, rather than money, and
of contact.

m er of the Lions
e be sent to him as a
terested in donating
is seems a logical point

It was also suggested that it might be possible to locate
someone who would be willing to donate a used, older model
computer after up- grading their system. Such'a contribution
can be used as a tax write-off for the contributor.



C-TEC is holding a demonstration for Apple dealers of adap-
tations to the Apple computer which enable the blind and
visually impaired to input and output the computers. Susan
will show the taped KGO presentation at that time.

III. Review of Testing;, Results for Visually Impaired Children and
Discussion of Progress,Made Throughout the Year

Andrew Renouf, Project Assistant, reported on the results `of
the testing of the children participating in the Apple
project. Bcauseof the small number of students in the
subject pool and the large number of experimental variables,
the, statistics developed are difficult to determine a true
valid measure. However, the findings were interesting. -

Some of the most interesting are:

1. All students raised their typing scores as determined
by the pre- and post-tests - a few children increased
their speed two or three times the original rate.

2. The results of the Minnesota Computer Literacy Test
(enjoyment,'anxiety, efficacy and sex-typing evalua-
tions) indicated that the enjoyment factor either did
not dhange.or rose significantly., The anxiety factor
decreased markedly and the efficacy (child's assessment
of his/her ability) went up in the scoring.

3. Itswas very.apparent that the children were motivated
by the opportunity to use their name in their work and
thereby personalize their input. The feedback from
the computer was'also a strong motivating factor.

Bob Bowers daosed the discussion by stating that the results
of the project demonstrated that there is a larger field of
application beyond the visually impaired. Educational.soft-
ware of this kind has great potential in the education of
the learning disabled and others.

IV. Discussion of Future Ideas for Project
.7atThe Advisory Committee felt strongly t the results of the

project were of sufficient value', and the software of sig-
nificant worth, that it should be made available to as wide
an audience as possible. The first determinato5 must be as
to who owns the software. It was generally conceded that
because of the funding of the project by the IhS.,Govern-
ment, tie -software belongs to the tovernment. However, Bob
Bowers . iuggesteethat,the copy submitted to the Government
be stamped "Not For Distribution" and the report be written

.64



in very general terms so as to not disclose any new ideas or
changes. Changes to the software will be the property of
the creatior of the changes.

Susan Phillips would like to make the software available, as
it is currently written and without improvements. The price
will be determined at a later date. The usual cost of
programs such as these is about $30.00.

In the interest of wide distribution of information/ about
the software, a discussion followed as to how to get the
information to the appropriate people.

Some of the Advisory Committee members will be attending the
Alliance meeting in Nashville in July. They will advise the
members that the software is available. Susan Phillips will
be making a demonstration of the software at SAP in July for
anyone who wishes to; ee and hear the finished work.

Articles regal-ding the software will be submitted, with
pictures, to a number of publication i.e. Journal of Visual
Impaitment, Infgeorld, Closing the e, CUE*

The material will also be sent to appropriate publishers
i.e. Scarborough Systems, Addison Wesley.

Susan will be contacting LINC in. Columbus 'Ohio.

Apple Computer publishes an educational newsletter, and infor-
mation and pictures will be submitted to them for publica-
tion.

CEC (Council for Exceptional Children) is meeting this fall
in Disneyland, California. Bobliowers will send information
on this eeting to Susan Phillips, and Susan will submit a
paper to e CEC for presentation at this meeting.

The Advisory Committee gave their addresses for the summer
to Susan Phillips so that the final report of'the project
and any pertinent up-date materials can be sent to them.

Everyone expressed their interest in serving on the Advisory
Committ-1.1 for this project, and their pleasure in the
results.

There being no further' business, the mel&ing adjourned at 12,
noon.
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Appendix H

Photos of blind children
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Michael , 3rd grade stude\fit, Lawton

School, San Francisco, working on
the typing program

#011t29.__

Michael listening to his score on the
typiing program - 40 out of 40. He in-

cre ed his typing speed from 0-wpm to
19-w
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Corey, 5th grade student, Lawton School,'

San Francisco, working on the typing pro-

gram

Corey listening to his score 39 out
of 40
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KtM, 5th gride student, Lawton School,
San Francisco

Kim demonstrating the typing program to
.her.sighted classmates during their
computer fair
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Sighted 5th graders using the typing
program during the computer fair
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Appendix

Letters received from
participating students
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Dear Mrs. 7hillips,

I would like to thank you for helping us learn: about the computer

I think it was a good experience.

I hope thPt your bPby is he-oly and healthy% It V4PS very nice

to have worked with you.

It was nice to have know you. I also had a wonderfUl time

Ft the brePkfPst last week.

I hope to see you some day again perhaps when I go through the

foundPtion to ot a job.

May all of your projects that you and the foundrtion\undertake

turn out to be 'successful.

Sincerely,

Sandra ZenEas

;I COPY AVAILABLE



Appendix J

Software Descriptions
Echotype
Spelling Program
Echotext



The ECHOTYPE Program

. The ECHOTYPE Program was designed to give students
practice in touch-typing. It uses a pre-stored set of eighteen
lessons which proceed in difficulty from single characters on
the home row of keys to complete words and BASIC programming
commands. The program is based on the commercial program
MasterType (TM) by Bruce Zweig. Mr. Zweig has given Sensory
AIDS Foundation permission to use.the data files he developed'.
for MasterType (the disk files which contain !he letters and
words used in the lessons) in the implementation of ECHOTYPE.

Background

In order to prepare visually-impaired students for the
other programs in the Project (SPELL and ECHOTEXT), it was
necessary to develop a program to teach the typing skills they
would need to use those programs. Although the model for the
typing program was MasterType, it was clear during the design
phase that the new program would necessarily be very different,
based on the needs of the visually-impaired student.

MasterType, like most currently-available educational
software, employs complex gra2Lics, color, and movement on the
display screen to communicateWformation to the student. In
ECHOTYPE information is communicated only through sound, in
that, besides, the pronunciation of the characters and words,
only the pitch of the voice is yaried. The other variables
posskble with the Echo II are volume (gain), and, to a limited
extent, the speed of the spoken voice. The, volume is not
varied while using the program, and the speed of pronunciation,
which may be selected as either "normal" or. "fast", was
maintained at the normal speed.

MasterTYpe presents the user-with a changing set of four
words which must be typed. -Each begins at a corner of the
screen and moves toward the center of the screen until it is
typed correctly, at which point it disaPpeara and is.)replaced, -

with a new word. This process continues until all the words of
the lesson have been typed at least once. In ECHOTYPE, only a
single word can be typed at any one time (rather than having
the student choose which of four to type). Instead of using'
the progression of-the word across the screen to indicate the
passage of time, the pitch of the spoken.word is increased as
the word is repeated until the wordtis entered correctly.

The "scoring "in ECHOTYPE is based solely on the number 'of
correct entries typed in durihg the lesson, and does not take
the selected speed into account to calculate the score.



ECHOTYPE

Running the Program

After starting the pr gram the student is asked to enter
his or her name, an4 is asked whether directions-on running the
program are jecessary. If Iso, a short tutorial is presented
which explains the entry of words {terminated by the "space"
character),.the scoring, aria the use of changing pitch ,of the
voice. If no directions are requested, the student i& asked to
enter the number of the lesSon to be practiced (one to
eighteen), and finally for the "speed* of the lesson (a number
between one and ten).. The speed entered determines how much
time will be allowed for each correct typed entry. A higher
number allows less time per entry than a lower number.

Next, the lesson is read from the disk,, a process which
takes about five seconds. The student is then told the number
of words in the lesson, and the individual words are pronounced
one by one, as they will be spoken during the lesson. When the
student presses RETURN after a final prompt, the lesson begins.

For each word in the lesson, the word is spoken and the
student attempts to type it before'the word is spoken Again.
If the word is typed incorrectly, or if the word is not entered
in time, the word is spoken again, this time in a higher pitch.

10 After the word, is typed correctly (or if the word has not been
typed correctly before it has been spoken ten times), the next
wore:, in the lesson is spoken. This process is repeated until"
each of the ten words in the lesson have been typed four times.
At the end of the lesson, the score for the lesson is
reported, along with a (presumably encouraging) comment about
the student's progress. The student can then either repeat the
lesson, go on to another, or finish using the program.



The SPELL and RECORD Programs

The SPELL and RECORD programs were designed to permit an
instructor or student to prepare a spelling lesson of up to
twenty words, to save that lesson with a unique name on a disk'
and to use the lesson in spelling drills. Because the Echo II
speech synthesizer cannot translate written text into speech
without error, two lists are stored on the disk for each
lesson: 'one contains the words in their correct spelling, the
other in a modified, semi-phonetic representation.

RECORD

The RECORD program begins (as do all the programs in the
SAF series) by loading the Street Electronics Corp. "Textalker"
speech synthesis program for the Echo II speech synthesizer.
This step takes about'15 seconds. From this point on,
communication with the user, is through both the screen and the
Echo.

Next, the user is allowed to alter the pitch of the voice
and to change the speech rate, though this last adjustment is
limited to "fast" or "slow". Most users begin using the slow
rate until they become accustomed to the Echo's manner of
speech, then switch to the faster rate.

Next, the user is asked for the number of words in the
list being created, in the range one to twenty. Far each of
the words, the user is asked to enter the correct spelling
first, then an optional modified spelling if the Echo can't'
pronounce the correct spelling adequately. This a
trial-and-error process, with the user trying various phonetic
spellings' until satisfied with the pronunciation.

When all the words 'have been entered, the complete list is
displayed on the screen and pronounced as the words are
displayed. The user then has the option of changing the
(correct) spelling of any of the words. It is assumed that the
pronunciation, at this point, is correct, but that errors may
have been made in the.correct spelling of.some of the words.
After each correction, the word list is again displayed and
spoken, until the user is satisfied that the list is correct.

The user is then asked for a name for the word list. This
name is used as the file name on the disk. The file is written
to the disk and locked. (The "locking" process assures th'at
the file won't be accidentally erased. To erase' the file it
must be "unlocked" by issiling the proper command to,the Apple
operating system.



SPELL and RECORD

Finally, the user is asked whether he or she would like to
create another word list. If so, the process begins again at
the point where the number of words in the list is asked. If
not, the ur is thanked and reminded to use the list with the
progritm SPELL, and the program ends.

SPELL

The SPELL program, after loading the speech synthesis
routines, asks the student to enter his or her name. This name
will be used throughout, the program at apprppriate times. The
student is then asked whether the characteristics of the voice
(the pitch and speed) should be changed. If so, pitch and
speed can be adjusted,individually.

Next, the student is asked for the name of the word list
stored on the disk. If the name JR entered4ncorrectly (or if
the named file doesn't exist on the disk currently in the disk
drive),,the program exits and must be 'restarted.

\

The student is next told howkmany words are in the list he
or she has selected, and is given a brief series of
instructions. Eacl will be spoken, accompanied by a "beep"
from the Apple's internal speaker. As each letter is typed in
it is spoken; the end of the entry is indicated by presting the
RETURN key. If the student wants to correct a letter before
pressing RETURN, the "left arrow" key is used to back up to the
incorrect letter(s). lithe student wants to hear the word
again, the RETURN is pressed alone. If the student wants to
hear the instructions again, RETURN is pressed twice.

After entering each word, the student is told either that
the word is correct, at which point the next word is spoken, or
that it is incorrect. Then the word is spoken again and the
student is given another chance to enter it correctly. If the
word is entered incorrectly, twice in succession; the student is
given a "hint": the letters correctly entered (in the correct
position in the word) are spoken, and the-program pause's; then
waits for the student to press RETURN to continue. If the words
is entered incorrectly again, the program moves to the next
word in the list.

At the end of the list, the student is told the score
(number correct out of number attempted), and is told which
words were missed. These words are spelled letter by letter

th4lidually. The student is then given the opportunity to try
ist (or another list) again; if so, the program asks for

the naide-of,the list and repeats from that point. If not, the
program ends:



The CREATE and ECHOTEXT Programs

ECHOTEXT is a general-purpose language arts testing
program in the form of a multiple-choice quiz. The CREATE
program generates the disk files which are used as the lessons
to be used with ECHOTEXT. Though CREATE was designed to be
used by an instructor, it can also be used by students to,
prepare practice lessons for individual study. CREATE
communicates with the user through the Apple keyboard and
display screen, and does not use the Echo II speech
synthesizer, and so is not appropriate for the vision-impaired.
student.

CREATE

The CREATE program begins by asking if the user needs
,instructions. If-so, a brief, tutorial is displayed explaining
the use of the program. 411.

The user is asked for a file name to store the lesson to
be created on disk, and for the number of questions in the
lesson (with a maximum of twenty questions). Next, an
introductory paragraiph may be entered which explains the
subject to be covered in the lesson. The paragraph is entered
as it is to appear on the screen (and as it is to be spoken by
the Echo II). The end of the paragraph is indicated by
entering the "number" character "P.

The user is then prompted to enter the first question in
the lesson. The question can contain up to 255 characters, or
about six lines of text on the screen. As with entering the
introductory paragraph, the question is terminated with the it
character. The user is next prompted for the number of ,choices
for the current question (with a maximum of five'choices per
question). Next the individual choices are entered (each
terminated with the it character). After all the choices have
been entered, the user is prompted to enter the number of the
correct choice. This procedure is repeated for all of the
questions in the lesson.

When all the questions and choices have been entered, the
user is asked to enter the name of the lesson; this name will
be saved as the name of the file on the disk. When the file
has been saved successfully on the disk, the program ends.

ECHOTEXT

The ECHOTEXT program, after loading the speech,,synthesis
software, asks the student to enter his or her name, then to
enter the name ,of the lesson to be studied. If the named file



CREATEand ECHOTEXT

cannot be found on the disk (or if the name was entered
incorrectly) the program terminates and must be restarted. The
student is then told how many questions are in the lesson, and
prompted to press RETURN when ready to begin the lesson. ti

The introductory paragraph is read fray, the disk and
displayed and spoken. When the student presses RETURN, the
first question and the possible choices for that question are
displayed and spoken. If the student does not respond with the
number of the correct answer, the correct number and its
associated answer are displayed and spoken. This process is
repeated for all the questions in the lesson.

When all the questions in the lesson have been covered,
the student is told his or her score (number correct out of the
total number of questions), and is asked whether to repeat the
current or another lesson. If so, the program repeats from the
point it asks for the name of the lesson. If not, the program
ends.
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*PlitiGRAMMING IN LARGE PAINT
A graduate of th Center for Inde-

, pendent LiVin omputer Train-
ing Project in 1982, Ole Parrish
thought finding a job as a compu-
ter programmer would be easy.
But entering theemptoyment mar-
ket during a recession, when em-
ployers could be very selective
aboit hiring only experienced pro-
grammers, made it anything but
easy. Parrish found that his vis-
ual. loss and his inexperience in
programming cornbinaleto create
a major obstacle to getting his
foot in the door. Today however,
he is successfully employed as a
Computer Programmer at Hewlett-
Packard.

How did Parrish get to where he
is today? In 1967 he lost most of
his vision as a' result of surgery.
Although a small window of vis
ion remained, it was not enough
for Parrish to continue his work
as ncial administrator, a job
req ng mu=ch paperwqrk. He
then decided to go into computer
programming.

The Department of Reba ilita-
tion counseled and trained halm as
a computer programmer. While in

83

his training, he had work expe-
riendt at Hewlett- Packard. He
hoped that would cinch his.place-
rnent-t-P. It did not' becaus
they had no openings when he
graduated. After several months
of unsuccessful jobsearching, Par-
rish was referred to SAF for assis-
tance in finding a job and in.-4(-6-
determining the most appropriate
computer ids to perform his work.

#SAF worked closely with Parrish
referring him to jobs. SAF also
conducted an evaluation of his
visual limitations as they affected
his ability to Use a computer, and

* recommended a large print corn-,
puter terminal for employment.
In OctOber of 1983, his past.-asso-

.ciation with H-P paid offwhen he
got an unpaid work experience in
their international division. His
successful voluntegr work using a
Visualtek large print Apple com-
puter as a terminal for t -P 300,
main frame resulted r an-
ent job offer in Feb P is
continuing to provide tec nical
assistance in solving a new com-
puter access prOblem dealing with
interactive programming.
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TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

PERSONAL COMPUTING OFFERS NEW POTENTIAL
TO VISUALLY IMPAIRED CHILDREN

Sandra, Marvelena and Michelle
are classmates at El ,Crystal
School in San Bruno, California,
where they spend part of each day
'with Sue Mendiara, Resource
Teacher for the Visually Impaired
in San_Mateo County. s story
is an example o w the chil-
dren with re visual impair-
ments can pand their learning
capabiliti s with the help of a
personal computer. Like "ou-g-

-sands of hildren in classrooms ,
across t e country, Sandta*,.Mar--:
velena andiMichelle are now able
to use an Apple computer.

The $50,000 grant from theVs.'
Department ot Education, Div-,
ision of Education Services and
Special Education Programs, has,
allowed Sensory Aids Foundation
to develop two experimental proto-
type software packages foruse by
blind children. (A third program

As currently-under development.)
Before January, 1984 visually

,impaired children were unable to
share in the eicitement and fun of

puters. Now the children are say-
ing, "I think that the speech syn-
thesizer-is really neat, and I'm
glad that we are able to use it."
Marvelena, a 4th grader, went on
to say, "I think that it is really fun
to work with the computer now.
My sister is working with it too,
and Pm glad I cab do some of the
same things that my sisterioes. I
think the computer is really fun,
and learn a lot from it."

The first program developed for
the children was a typing pro-
Fam adapted Allh permission
from, the author and publisher of
"Master'Type". Our version uses
the Echo H speech. synthesizer to
provide speech output for the 17

. different lessons. Now, aLter three
months of student evaluation and
several modifications, we see child-
ren that have never been inter-
ested in learning how to type anx-
ious for the "computer teacher" to
arrive so they -can practice their
typing. Fourth grader, Michelle
has said, "I like the computer. It

using publicly available microcom- Was kind of hard. at first. You

learn how to type more. It makes
me feel good bkcause Pm learning IP

how to type and some of the other
kids don't know how to type and I
can." -

Positive resultsaroalso achieved
*through 'mainstreaming" the
children. "Basically, this .means
that the visually impaired child-
ren spend most of their .day in
regular classrooms and come to
me as a,resource during the day",
says Ms. Mendiara. Ms. Mendi-
ara was very excited when Susan
Phillips, SAF Project Director, con-
tacted her to ask for student soft.
ware evaluators. "I have wanted
:my children to have a chante to
use computers, and now I can see
such positive results."

Marvelena completed one of the
lessons on the typing program
and then said, "I feel me, e a part

. of the kids in my reg r class
because I feel like a sighted per-
son using the computer with the
speech synthesizer. I can't wait to
get to the Spelling Program".

RECENTLY BLINDED PROGRAMMER TAKES
INITIAL STEP TOWARD RE-EMPLOYMENT

Last October, the Sensory Aids
Foundation and the Western Blind
Rehabilitation Center (a isection
of the Palo Alto VA Medical Cen-

, ter) jointly set up a training center
to instruct blind and low vision
individuals in the use of braille,
voice and large print computer
access devices: This joint project
is called C-TEC, which stands for
Computer Training, and Evalua-
tion Center.

C -TEC's first student was a com-
puter programmer who was forced

to resign from his.position because
of complications of diabetic reti-
nopathy which prevented him
from Viewing the CRTscreen. The
student& veteran in his late, for-
ties, had been working,-in the corn-
puterinclustry for some 20 years.
After dieCussiugthe glials 'of the
student, a rajah was devised in
whkh he began learning the Apple
II Plus with the Echo II-4 synthetic
vc,ie and the software package
calgELBRA.LI,LE-EDIT. the stu=
dent spent a. tombinatioi 48

hours of direct instruction and
independent practice on these de-

- vices. In addition, he did some
exploring on his own, finding that
while the Apple II Plus could meet
his needs of 'programming in
COBOL, the Apple III would be
even better. The student has com-,
pleted his training with C -TEC
and has returned home 'to South-
em California where he is using

'the combined services of the Voca-
tional Rehabi litation Department
f the Veterans . Admiuistration,
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Sensory Aids Foundation and the
State Rehabilitation Counselor to
obtain employment as a computer
programmer.

Veterans should be aware that
the VA has not yet reached a deci-
sion toward processing the train-
ing and issuance of any of these
computer access devices. This is
still in the evaluation stages and
any requests or input from veter-
ans would be useful in assessing
veteran needs.

Through Sensory Aids Founda-
tion, evaluation and training ser-
vices at C-TEC are provided to
non-veterans on a fee basis. Also,
one-hour demonstrations of equip-
ment are available by appoint-
ment to interested consumers,
employers, and rehabilitation and
special education professionals.
Persons interested in evaluation
and training are encouraged to
apply.

Non-veterans should direct re-
quests to:

Jerry Kuns; Administrator, C-TEC
ensory Aids Foundation

399 Sherman Avenue,
Palo Alto, CA 94306
415'329-0430

Veterang should contact:

Jay titeley
Computer Reading Aids Specialist
WBRC (124)
VA Medical Center
3801 Miranda Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94369
415/493-5000, Ext. 4369

TECHNOLOGY IN EMPLOYMENT

COMPUTERS AND COUNTRY MUSIC -
A FINE COMBINATION FOR BLIND

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
The country sounds of KRIJ are to station fntinager Jan Claire,
heard throughout Chico and the has to access KRIJ's Harris Corn-,
foothills of Northern California's puter system. To do this he will be
Sierra Nevada Mountain Range. using a Zorba 2000 microcomputer
KRI.h is a radio station in Para- with a speech .synthesizer and
disc, California, and its new pro- special software t eloped by Rob-
d uction assistant, Kevin Harkins, land Microcomputing.
is blind. Kevin works the night Sensory Aids Foundation has
shift, and will soon be operating ,worked with KRI4 froM the start
the station independently. liar- to ensure Harkins' success on the
kips, who has "one of those in- job. SAL' visited the radio station

1 credible radio voices" according
V

to identify - potential problems, and
then co6rdinated the effort to get
equipment and the necessary soft-
ware. Currently plans are being
made to get everything in place.
In the near future,If you arerin the
Chico vicinity and hear Kevin
Harkins reading the nev and
playing country music on the
radio, you can be sure he's doing it
on his own.'

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING -AN EXCELLEVJ SOLUTION
FOR HEARING IMPAIRED MATHEMATICIAN*

There are times when everything
goes right, "Pete" McCloskeyk.
member of the Board. of Trustees
of Sensory Aids Foundation, re-
cen ti y contacted seve ral-com pa n-

support SAFies asking them to
employinent programs.

Finnigan Corporation was one,_
of the first to respond -with%
commitment to hire one of our
clients. SA staff met. with Chris
Grotzingor and Ron Miller of Finn-
igan Co explain SAL' services and

' to estalilisKa process to iTfer quali-
fied applicants. One of the people

we referled was Williqfn Michael. tworked enthusiastically to ensure
Mr. Michael has a Ph.D. in mathe- Bill Michael's success in his new

t matics and several years teach- job. They will provide the neces-'
ing experience. However, he was sary accommodations to enable
forcettto give up teahing because him to participiite in departmen-ahe dev4iloped. a severe bilateral tal staffings and to facilitate com-

r

hearing Joss which made it Cx- muniCation between Michael and
tremely difficult to fip(h-ate in a his co-workers.
classroom situation. Bill Michael has found himself

When the peopla at Finnigan an excellent jyb, and F-innigan
met him:they wertsix4fsed with CorporatiOn has gained a valua-
Michael's knoviledge of scientific ble qaployee.But even more, the
programming langtiages. He was kiompany has learned something
Ijired as a Senior Scientific Pro- being disabled is not-a veflec-
grarnmeriAnalyst. Finnigan has Lion (4f someone's ability.
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Who. We Are
Sensory Aids Foundation (SAF) is a
non - profit corporation which puts tech-
nology to work helping disabled per-
sons enter the job market. ThOughout
California, SAF professionals have
placed over 400 disabled persons in jobs
which,were previously not open to them -

Thee people now work competitiVely
with non-disabled workers becausethvy
use sensory aids which have been iden-
tlfied and researched by SAF.

in addition to identifying and researcia-
in g job opportunities, SAF also offers
employers cohsultation services on such
things aa: recruitment of.disabled per-
sons with appiropriatejob skills, identi-
fication of appropriate jobs, job reten-
tion, acqUisition of sensory aids, and
follow:up support wirvices.-

Trainirm is available for visually
timpairecl-pergons to. teach. them to use
specific, computer access aids appro-
priate in his/her job.

SENSORY AID- FOUNDATION 399 SHELIMAN AVENUE, SU "r 12 PALO AiT0,. CA 94306
# ,

'Pelephone: (4 15)129-04:10
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COMPUTER CORNER continued
peter network. A Site License is good
for one item of software; eat* is 135.

For more information on the Site Li-
cense and a free catalog of EduSoft
,K-12 software, write EduSoft, PO Box

2560, Berkeley, CA 94702,

Premium programs
Hively's Choke. A Curriculum Guide
to Outstanding Educational Micro-
computer Programs for Preschool

-through Grade 9 is the first volume of
what is expected to be an annual series

of guides to the best educational
microcomputer software. The 198344
guide features a description of 106
software programs' in an easy-to-read

format.
The guide was compiled by a nation-

al group of teachers;; and education
consultants under the direction of
Wells Hively, a former \researcher in
educational technology at Harvard.,
The book is available for $19.95 from

Continental Press,. Inc., Elizabeth-
town, PA 17022.

Software- for the sight
A dponstration project involving 18
blind and visually impaired students in
the San Francisco area is bringing the
world of computers to the blind. With a
550,000 grant from the United States.

Department of Education, the Sensory

'Aids Foundation in Palo Alto, Califor-
nia, has used existing software on an
Apple lie interfaced with a Street
Electronics Echo II speech synthesizer.

The synthesizer allows information
normally displayed on the video screen

to be spoken to the children.
Project coordinator Simon Phillips

has been working with the third
through sixth graders since tanuary.
Each was given a pretest in typing,
spelling, listening, and language' skills,

then exposed to software designed to
sharpen those same skills. Each student
.will* also be given a pop-test lin June.

A report ot.the results of the project

will be readyl in August and will be
available for a nominal fee. Plans for
marketing software for blind and visu-

ally impaired computer users should

also be under way by late summer. For
information on the report and the
software, send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope in August to Susan
Phillips, Sensory Aids Foundation, 399
Sherman Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94306:
telephone 415-329-0430. 0
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Slip a dollar
Into the mall

and discover us!
WOe so sore you and your
students will enjoy Tin Man Press
enrichment materials. we've prepared
a special spring "goodie package for
you a jam-packed booklet of twenty
of the most popular activities from
our great line of prodUcts. including
lS U' FRIDAY ALREADY?. THE GREAT
UNBORED BULLETIN BOARD BOOK.

, DISCOVER, and more.

Why are we doing this? Because we
think once you find out how innovative
and interesting we are., you'll come
back for morel Send your name,
address. and dollar to

'Tin illan's Twenty"
Tin Man Press
P.O. Bog 219
Stanwood. WA 98292

(We'll respond right away by /

first-class mail
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